Coffee.
Water.
Juice.
Scanomat drink solutions combine a
hyper-personalised, human-centric and
meaningful experience with great taste and the
latest in connected and touchless technology.

Minimum Footprint.
Maximum Reassurance.
Personalised fresh-brewed coffee
Freshly roasted coffee from Amokka®
Touchless technology
Smart monitoring with CoffeeCloud
Built from 80% recycled steel
Fits uniquely into any space
Designed for remote smartphone use and to reduce shared contact points, TopBrewer
provides a touch-free and reassuring premium coffee experience to meet the needs of
today’s coffee consumers.

Customise your personal coffee
- order touchless
With the TopBrewer App for iOS
and Android, you can easily make
and customise your coffee.
You can even save your favourite
drink in the app and order with
voice control.
Next time you will get your coffee
served as designed by you - on
every TopBrewer you meet.

Case.
Adobe
Location:
Designer:
Installed:
Machines:
Employees:

London
Gensler
2017
7 TopBrewer Pro
750-1000

Adobe wanted a space that would
encourage spontaneous collaboration and social interaction.
They installed 7 TopBrewer
coffee machines throughout their
neighbourhoods as an enabler
of chance conversations and to
provide a barista-quality coffee
experience for staff and guests.

We chose the TopBrewer as it is designed
with collaboration in mind and fits well with
the ethos of the ‘third space’.
Adobe’s Site Operations Manager

Quality with ease
The TopBrewer instantly brews a delicious espresso
or coffee without sacrificing quality. Thanks to the
advanced stainless steel grinder and the brewing
mechanism, the time-out between brewing operations
is second to none.

TopBrewer is the world’s most sustainably designed
commercial coffee machine. Built to be durable and
long-lasting using recyclable materials. Energy-saving
and better for the environment.

The iconic TopBrewer swan-neck tap is flushed
through with fresh water after each drink, cleaning
any residue from the milk and coffee lines, shortening
the daily cleaning routine, and minimising the use of
chemicals.

Maximum Choice
Choose between different coffee specialities, all brewed with freshly roasted
coffee beans, and create your favourite drink. Refresh yourself with still or
sparkling water. Warm up with steaming water for a cup of tea or hot milk.
The possibilities are infinite.

Espresso

Double
Espresso

Coffee

Macchiato

Caffè Latte

Cappuccino

Flat White

Hot/Steaming
Water

Tea

Chocolate

Mocha

Warm/Cold
Milk

Sparkling
Water

Cold
Water

TopBrewer Pro installed behind the
wall for a minimal cabinet installation in this shared office space.
OFFICE CLUB.Copenhagen

Freedom
to design
The TopBrewer will fit uniquely
into any space. It can easily stand
alone or integrate into installed
furniture, even part of an existing
environment. With our undercounter design and minimum
space usage, we pride ourselves
in making a coffee unit that unobtrusively fits into any beautifully
designed environment.
We want to help and prepare you
as a professional in the best way
possible. With our product selector
and pre-installation guides, you
can easily prepare any space for
the TopBrewer. Our guides include
cutout, electrical, plumbing and
ventilation requirements.
To use our ressources visit the
professionals section on
scanomat.com.

Case.
Office Club
Location:
		
Installed:
Machines:
Offers: 		

When guests use TopBrewer for the first
time, words such as ‘Wow’ and ‘How nice!’
quickly show how pleased they are.
Lilou Linnet - COO, Office Club

Copenhagen with
3 Office Hubs
2019
9 TopBrewers
Coffee/Sparkling

From the beginning, Office Club
wanted to create a unique and
exclusive office space and services
for their clients.
For Office Club, providing quality
coffee on their premises as part of
the experience they aimed to offer.
During their research, the team
discovered TopBrewer and found
that it complimented the environment that they were creating.
And the fact that the offices are
located close to many cafes, they
did not want clients leaving the
premises to find their perfect latte.

Self-service
with payment

Optimise your business
with real-time data

A contactless self-service coffee
machine with integrated payment
is the way forward.

CoffeeCloud is the world’s most advanced cloud
management system for coffee machines – with
state-of-the-art real-time data for your organisation.

For TopBrewer, we have enabled
contactless payment through
ScanomatPAY with the ability to
pay via credit/debit card or smart
devices through ApplePay and
GooglePay.

Available as an app for all platforms, CoffeeCloud
gives you access to key data metrics and diagnostics
at a glimpse on the dashboard, allowing you to work
smarter and faster throughout the organisation.

Providing a first-class premium,
speciality beverage experience
that is entirely self-service and
economically viable has never
been more straightforward with
payments processed securely
online.

Simple tasks like refilling the machine are sent directly to the responsible person’s smart device. Receive
diagnostic reports and address error reporting from
within the CoffeeCloud. It will change how you run
your business – and the entire landscape of coffee
machine operation.

TopBrewer Pro

Specifications
Average daily cups

400-500

Grinders

2

Grinding methods

Espresso and filter

Ready to brew

9,5 seconds

Milk system

Fresh milk with Foam-Control

TopBrewer Compact

Specifications
Average daily cups

150-200

Grinders

1

Grinding methods

Espresso or filter

Ready to brew

9,5 seconds

Milk system

Fresh milk with Foam-Control

Hot Chocolate

Optional

Hot Chocolate

Optional

Filtered still/sparkling water

Optional

Filtered still/sparkling water

Optional

Steamning Hot Water

Yes

Hot Water

Yes

Touchless control

Yes

Touchless control

Yes

Finishes/colors
Electricity

6 different options

208-240 V (10-30A) or 400 V (10-16A)

Unit dimensions (WxHxD)

224x667x534mm

Finishes/colors
Electricity

6 different options

208-240 V (10-30A) or 400 V (10-16A)

Unit dimensions (WxHxD)

185x663x530mm

Amokka Coffee roasted for TopBrewer
®

Ethically sourced and handpicked coffee by Amokka®

At Amokka® Nordic Roasters, we
work with the utmost respect and
responsibility for coffee beans and
the environment.
We source our coffee beans directly from carefully chosen partner
farms worldwide through our
Impact Trade initiative. We partner
with our farms to improve coffee
quality and pay above market
value to support the farmers with
specific projects from agricultural
equipment, earthquake relief, and
school resources.
With Amokka®, you have total
transparency about your coffee’s
journey - from bean to cup.

Premium coffee roasted exclusively for TopBrewer

Trace your coffee
with Amokka®

Coffees for
all tastes

Amokka® Nordic Roasters is the
first roastery globally with transparent, digital traceability from
picker to cup.

At Amokka® Nordic Roasters, we
always aim to have a wide variety
of coffees. To help you find your
personal favourite or to try new
tastes, we have created the coffee
compass.

All data with the origin of the
coffee bean, crop, variety,
processing method, when the
roastery received the green coffee
beans and how it’s roasted is
accessible on our website.
For every coffee batch we roast,
data is stored in our system from
the farmers to the packing of the
coffee bag. To trace the coffee you
add to the TopBrewer, scan the
dynamic QR-code you’ll find on the
back of the coffee bag.

When you have found which of our
coffees matches your preferences,
please remember that coffee taste
is not static. You can influence the
taste with the way you brew the
coffee - even on the TopBrewer,
you can adjust the brewing to get
the coffee brew you prefer.
Our coffee compass shows whether
the coffee taste is intense or mild,
fruity, or roasted.

Get healthy
hydration with
TopWater
Our water dispenser, TopBrewer,
offers pure BRITA® filtered water
on demand - with or without bubbles.
Furthermore, it is a high capacity
water solution that empowers your
community to refill and hydrate.
Flexible, under-counter design
to fit any space with stainless
steel counter mounted buttons or
upgrade to touchless control with
sensor buttons or iPad.
With its flexible design and high
capacity, TopWater offers every
working environment a perfect
water dispenser.

TopWater offers high flexibility with dispensing and a clean design.

Still, sparkling,
& juices
Healthy drinks available ondemand from a minimal, sleek
juice dispenser. TopJuicer offers
personalised juices and filtered
waters with the iPad or touchless
from our app.
Every drink can be made still or
sparkling. Mix & match three juices from our range.
Chilled still and sparkling water
comes as standard.
All drinks are from natural extracts
with no artificial ingredients. Low
calories, low sugar - just great
tasting drinks and a wellbeing
boost for all.

Order touchless from a distance with TopJuicer.

The story of
Scanomat
Back in 1981, CEO of Scanomat
Kim Vibe-Petersen designed the
world’s first fully automatic cappuccino machine. Since then,
Scanomat has been known for
its innovative, high-quality solutions. Today, our flagship product
- the revolutionary TopBrewer - is
changing the coffee experience
and taking us on a journey worldwide.
Scanomat has reimagined the
traditional bean-to-cup coffee
machine with its innovative
under-counter design, stylish
swan-neck tap and app-control
technology. Designed to meet the
needs of today’s coffee enthusiasts, the TopBrewer integrates
seamlessly into any environment
to deliver a full range of premium
drinks, with an incredible taste and
quality, at the touch of the
TopBrewer App.

R&D
Inhouse development of
hard- and software

COFFEE CUPPING
We test the coffee beans
to ensure high quality

FRESHLY BREWED
You get a freshly brewed
coffee everytime
with TopBrewer

OUR OWN ROASTERY
We are roasting fresh
coffee every day
in Kokkedal

FRESH COFFEE
Our fresh roasted coffee
is shipped directly

PRODUCTION
We build our products
at our headquater

INSTALLATION
Our technicians install
the TopBrewer on site

SERVICE
Our technicians and baristas
maintain and service the TopBrewer

SCANOMAT A/S
Vibe Allé 3
2980 Kokkedal
Denmark
Phone +45 4918 1800
scanomat.com

